[Mechanisms of disruption of DNA in human cells. Mutagenesis of a virus in xeroderma pigmentosum cells as an indicator of a defect in DNA repair].
Lymphocytes of two patients with Xeroderma pigmentosum, their mothers and cell lines isolated from the third patient were examined. The reaction of vaccinia virus treated with mutagens, the index of virus-induced mutagenesis and DNA repair synthesis were the criteria of estimation of cell repair activity. Significant inhibition of DNA repair synthesis was detected in cells of all the patients observed (primary and established lines) in the experiments with UV-irradiation and 4-nitroquinoline-4-oxide. These indexes correlated with decreased virus reactivation and increased level of virus-induced mutagenesis. Inhibition of DNA repair synthesis was also revealed in lymphocytes of both mothers. These data claim a possibility of discovering heterozygotes, the carriers of mutant genes. The data on virus-induced mutagenesis serve as a simple test for detection of DNA repair disorders.